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Nb'tss.r You mus.t show work for crdiú'
This exam has 5 problems and 1.4 pages.

Note that problems 2 and 3 have different specifications depending on if you
are in ECE-321 or E-CE595

RemembÊr io alw*ys work easier problems first $uggested order 1r5r4t3r2)



r) 12 pts. The curves marked a, b, and c below are the torque-position characteristics of a

3-phase single-stack variable-reluctance stepper motor (assuming the phases are excited

with a 10 A cunent). The trace marked Tr is a load torque, and the x-axis is rotor

position, there T" is such to cause forward rotation and Tt is defined to cause backward

rotation, all in accordance with the convention we used in class. At an initial time, the a-

phase is energized with t'^-10 A, ib,= 0, and t:0. This is marked point 1. Nextt the c-

þhase is energize'd with L:0 Ã, ib,:6, and i"":10 A' Marked the new equilibrium

position as point 2. Next, the b-phase is energized with r,":0 A, ió, : 10 A, and i"":0.

Marked the new equilibrium position as point 3. Next, the a-phase is energized with

¡,":10 Ã, iø,:0 A, and i""=0. Marked the new equilibrium position as point 4. Finally

the c-phase is energized with ¿*:0 A, ib, :0, and i"":-10 A. Mark the equilibrium

position as point 5.



2) 25 pts. Consider the elementary dc machine below. The maximum mutual
inductance between the field winding and the armature winding as rotor position
is varied is l0 mH. The armature winding self inductance varies between 2 mH
and 10 mH as the rotor position is varied. If the field current is 5 A, and the
armature current (in the rotating winding) is 5 A, and both currents are constant,

what is the voltage across the armature winding when the rotor position is 30

degrees if the speed is 2000 rpm. Resistance is negligible. 595 Only: At the
position and currents specified above, what is the instantaneous electromagnetic
torque?
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3.) 25 pts. A separately excited dc machine has a armature resistance of 0.2 Ohms, a field
resistance of 4 Ohms, and Ln¡ is 250 mH. The load torque is given in Nm by

z 13

Tt -( 
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where the speed is in radls. Compute the armature and field current which cause the
steady-state speed to be2400 rpm. These currents should be such that the total machine
loss in minimized, assuming the armature and field voltages are unconstrained. ECE595
Only: Rework the problem if the armature voltage is limited to 250 V.
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4) 25 pts. Consider a PM DC machine fed from a one-quadrant dcidc converter we

considered in class (a buck converter). The parameters are: v¿¿:20 Y, to: | çl., k,: 0'05

ys, Loo: 3 mH, v6w: 2Y, v¡a : I Y,f*: 1 kIIz. Suppose the duty cycle is 0'5, and the

speed is 165 rad/s. Compute the average torque.
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t 3 pts. A ¡nachine has the following conductor dengity

Nu*=[0 5 10 5 0'5 -10 ó 0 5 t0 5 0 -5'10 -5]r

How many slots tloes the, machine have? How many poles? How rnany a-phase

h¡rns are r¡round the 5fr tooth?
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